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            Abstract
Understanding the degree to which human facial expressions co-vary with specific social contexts across cultures is central to the theory that emotions enable adaptive responses to important challenges and opportunities1,2,3,4,5,6. Concrete evidence linking social context to specific facial expressions is sparse and is largely based on survey-based approaches, which are often constrained by language and small sample sizes7,8,9,10,11,12,13. Here, by applying machine-learning methods to real-world, dynamic behaviour, we ascertain whether naturalistic social contexts (for example, weddings or sporting competitions) are associated with specific facial expressions14 across different cultures. In two experiments using deep neural networks, we examined the extent to which 16 types of facial expression occurred systematically in thousands of contexts in 6Â million videos from 144 countries. We found that each kind of facial expression had distinct associations with a set of contexts that were 70% preserved across 12Â world regions. Consistent with these associations, regions varied in how frequently different facial expressions were produced as a function of which contexts were most salient. Our results reveal fine-grained patterns in human facial expressions that are preserved across the modern world.
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                    Fig. 1: Measuring facial expression around the world.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Contextual correlates of facial expression in 12 world regions.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Preserved contextâ€“expression associations across world regions.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Canonical correlations between context and expression are observed at a geographical scale, accounting for differences in the rates at which facial expressions occur in videos from different regions of the world.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              Anonymized (differentially private) versions of the contextâ€“expression correlations in each country are available from the GitHub repository (https://github.com/google/context-expression-nature-study). Owing to privacy concerns, video identifiers and annotations cannot be provided.

            

Code availability

              
              Code to read and visualize the anonymized contextâ€“expression correlations within each world region is available from the GitHub repository (https://github.com/google/context-expression-nature-study). Code to generate interactive online maps (Fig. 1a) is available in the GitHub repository (https://github.com/krsna6/interactive-embedding-space)57. The trained video-processing algorithms used in this study are proprietary, but similar tools to annotate contexts in video and text, detect faces and classify the language of speech are available via the Google Cloud Video Intelligence API, Natural Language API and Speech-to-Text API, respectively (see https://cloud.google.com/apis).
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 The expression DNN predicts human judgments and is largely invariant to demographics.
aâ€“c, Accuracy of the expression DNN in emulating human judgments. Human judgments (a) and the annotations of the expression DNN (b, c) have been projected onto a map of 1,456 facial expressions adapted from a previously published study14. Human judgments and the annotations of the expression DNN are represented using colours, according to the colour scheme used previously14. Probably because the expression DNN was trained on dynamic faces, it can in some cases make systematic errors in predicting the judgments of static faces (c). For example, a number of static faces of surprise were more strongly annotated by the expression DNN as awe (c, bottom left), probably because dynamic faces that convey surprise are distinguished in part by dynamic movement. This problem is mitigated when the expression DNN is calibrated for still images (b). To calibrate the DNN, multiple linear regression is applied in a leave-one-out manner to predict human judgments of the still images from the DNN annotations. After calibration on still images, we can see that the annotations of the expression DNN are fairly accurate in emulating human judgments (overall rÂ =Â 0.69 between calibrated annotations of the expression DNN and human judgments after adjusting for explainable variance in human judgments33). d, The expression DNN can emulate human judgments of individual emotions and valence and arousal with moderate to high accuracy. Individual expression DNN predictions are correlated with human judgments across the 1,456 faces. Valence and arousal judgments (also from the previously published study14) were predicted using multiple linear regression in a leave-one-out manner from the 16 facial expression DNN annotations. e, The expression DNN is reliable for different demographic groups. By correlating the predictions of the expression DNN (calibrated for static images) across subsets of the 1,456 faces from the previous study14, we can see that the expression DNN is accurate for faces from different demographic groups (adjusted for explainable variance in human judgments). f, The expression DNN has little bias across demographic groups. To assess demographic bias, the annotations of each face of the expression DNN were predicted by averaging the annotations of the expression DNN across all other faces from the same demographic group. The variance in the annotations of the expression DNN explained by demographic group in this dataset was low, even though no effort was originally made to balance expressions in this dataset across demographic groups. Gender explained 0.88% of the total variance, race explained 0.28% and age explained 2.4%. Results for individual expressions were generally negligible, although age did explain more than 4% of the variance for three expressionsâ€”contempt, disappointment and surprise (maximum, 6.2% for surprise). Note that these numbers only provide a ceiling for the demographic bias, given that explained variance may also derive from systematic associations between expression and demographics in this naturalistic datasetâ€”for example, because older people are less often pictured playing sports, they are less likely to be pictured with expressions that occur during sports. We can conclude that the expression DNN is largely unbiased by race and gender, with age possibly having at most a minor influence on certain annotations.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Annotations of the expression DNN are largely invariant to viewpoint and lighting.
a, To account for possible artefactual correlations owing to the effect of viewpoint and lighting on facial expression predictions, an in silico experiment was conducted. Predictions of facial expressions were applied to 3,240 synthetic images from the MIT-CBCL database, in which three-dimensional models of 10 neutral faces were rendered with 9 viewpoint conditions and 36 lighting conditions58. The variance explained in each facial expression annotation by viewpoint condition, lighting condition and their interaction was then computed. b, The explained standard deviation by viewpoint, lighting and their interaction is plotted alongside the actual standard deviation of each expression annotation in experiments 1 and 2. We note that the effects of viewpoint and lighting are small, except perhaps in the case of disappointment. This is unsurprising, given that faces are centred and normalized before the prediction of the expression.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Loadings of 16 global dimensions of contextâ€“expression associations revealed CCA.
Given that all 16 possible canonical correlations were discovered to be preserved across regions (using cross-validation; Fig. 3c), we sought to interpret the 16 underlying canonical variates. To do so, we applied CCA between facial expression and context to a balanced sample of 300,000 videos from across all 12 regions (25,000 randomly selected videos per region). Left, loadings of each canonical variate on the 16 facial expression annotations and the maximally loading context annotations. Right, correlations of the resulting canonical variates with individual contexts and expressions, revealing how each variate captures contextâ€“expression associations. Unsurprisingly, a traditional parametric test for the significance of each canonical correlation revealed that all 16 dimensions were highly statistically significant (Ï‡2Â =Â 860.4 for 16 variates, PÂ <Â 10âˆ’8, Bartlettâ€™s Ï‡2 test59), a necessary precondition for their significant generalizability across all cultures (Fig. 3c).


Extended Data Fig. 4 Relative representation of each facial expression in the present study compared to the previous study.
In Fig. 1, we provide an interface for exploring how 1,456 faces14 are annotated by our facial expression DNN. Here, we analyse what the relative representation of these different kinds of facial expression within the present study was compared to within these 1,456 images. For each kind of facial expression, we plot the ratio of the standard deviation of our facial expression DNN annotations in the present study, averaged over each video, to the standard deviation of the annotations over the 1,456 faces. Given that the standard deviation in the present study was computed over averaged expressions within videos, it was expected to be smaller than the standard deviation over the 1,456 isolated expressions, generally yielding a ratio of less than 1. Nevertheless, it is still valid to compare the relative representation of different kinds of expression. We find that in both experiments within the present study, expressions labelled amusement, awe, sadness and surprise were particularly infrequent compared to those labelled concentration, desire, doubt, interest and triumph by the expression DNN. However, our findings still revealed culturally universal patterns of contextâ€“expression association for the less-frequent kinds of facial expression. Still, it is important to note that our measurements of the extent of universality may be differentially influenced by the expressions that occurred more often. Note that given limitations in the accuracy of our DNN, we were unable to examine 12 other kinds of facial expression that had been documented previously14 (for example, disgust, fear), and are unable to address the extent to which they are universal.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Neither interrater agreement levels nor prediction correlations in the data originally used to train and evaluate the expression DNN reveal evidence of regional bias.
a, Interrater agreement levels by upload region among raters originally used to train the expression DNN. For 44,821 video clips used in the initial training or evaluation of the DNN, multiple ratings were obtained to compute interrater reliability. For a subset of 25,028 of these clips, we were able to ascertain the region of upload of the video. Here, across all clips and each of the 12 regions, we compare the interrater reliability index (the square root of the interrater Pearson correlation41,60, the Pearson correlation being equivalent to the Matthewâ€™s correlation coefficient for binary judgments61,62), which reflects the correlation of a single rater with the population average41,60. We can see that the interrater reliability index converges on a similar value of around 0.38 in regions with a large number of clips (the USA/Canada, Indian subcontinent and western Europe). This is an acceptable level of agreement, given the wide array of options in the rating task (29 emotion labels, plus neutral and unsure). We do not see a significant difference in interrater reliability between ratings of videos from India (the country of origin and residence of the raters) and the two other regions from which a large diversity of clips were drawn (the USA/Canada and western Europe). Error bars represent the standard error; n denotes the number of clips. To compute interrater reliability, we selected two individual ratings of each video clip, subtracted the mean from each rating, and correlated the flattened matrices of ratings of the 16 emotion categories selected for the present study across all clips. We repeated this process across 100 iterations of bootstrap resampling to compute standard error. b, Human judgment prediction correlations by region. We applied the trained expression DNN to the video clips from each region. To compute unbiased prediction correlations, it is necessary to control for interrater agreement levels by dividing by the interrater reliability index, which is the maximum raw prediction correlation that can be obtained given the sampling error in individual human ratings41,60,63,64. Given that the interrater reliability index could be precisely estimated for three of the regions (a), we computed prediction correlations for those regions. We did so across all video clips used in the training or evaluation in the DNN (blue), which may be subject to overfitting, and for a subset of video clips used only in the evaluation of the DNN (red). In both cases, prediction correlations are similar across regions, exceed human levels of interrater agreement (a) and are consistent with prediction correlations derived from a separate set of images rated by US English speakers, which also showed no evidence of bias to ethnicity or race (Extended Data Fig. 1e). Error bars represent the standard error; n denotes the number of clips.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Rates of the context occurrence.
a, Proportion of contexts by number of occurrences (out of around 3Â million videos) for experiments 1 and 2. The minimum number of occurrences of any given context was 39 for experiment 1 and 176 for experiment 2, but most contexts occurred much more often. Note that the number of occurrences is plotted on a logarithmic scale. b, Proportion of contexts by number of occurrences in each region. Certain contexts were rarer in particular regions, especially regions with fewer videos overall. Still, the vast majority of contexts occurred at least dozens of times in every region.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Video-based context annotations are insensitive to facial expression.
To account for possible artefactual correlations owing to the direct influence of facial expression on the video topic predictions (and vice versa), an in silico experiment was conducted. a, First, 34,945 simulated videos were created by placing 1,456 tightly cropped facial expressions14 on each of 24 3-s clips from YouTube videos at random sizes and locations. Note that given the convolutional architecture of the DNN that we use, which largely overlooks strangeness in the configuration of objects within a video65,66, randomly superimposed faces should have a similar effect on annotations to real faces. Examples shown here are artistically rendered. b, The video topic and the expression DNN were then applied to these videos. The variance in the video topic annotations explained by the expression predictions was then computed using ordinary least squares linear regression. The amount of variance in context predictions explained by randomly superimposed expressions (prediction correlation rÂ =Â 0.0094) was negligible compared to the amount of variance explained in context predictions by the expression predictions in actual videos from experiment 1 (rÂ =Â 0.154, tenfold ordinary least squares linear regression applied to a subset of 60,000 videos from experiment 1; 5,000 from each of the 12 regions). Therefore, any direct influence of facial expression on the video topic annotations had a negligible effect on the contextâ€“expression correlations that we uncovered in experiment 1.


Extended Data Table 1 Manual inspection of videos annotated with selected contextsFull size table


Extended Data Table 2 Countries included and languages spoken in the 12 geographical regionsFull size table


Extended Data Table 3 Manual inspection of videos from each regionFull size table


Extended Data Table 4 Measures taken to address possible confounding factorsFull size table
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